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What is the Consumer Data Right (CDR)?
• A significant, economy-wide reform and
key pillar of the Australian Government’s
Digital Economy Strategy.
• Established in statute in September 2019.
• Consumer includes both individuals and
business
• Implemented sector-by-sector via
designation commencing with Banking in
July 2020.
• Shifting to more agile, data-set and
consumer-benefits focus
• Currently only data sharing but expanding
to payment and action initiation.
cdr.gov.au
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CDR Agencies: roles and responsibilities
Minister for the
Digital Economy
(Advice by
Treasury)
Policy settings

Data Standards
Chair & Data
Standards Body

Technical
standards

Sectoral
designation

CDR Rules

Consumer
Experience
standards

Australian
Competition and
Consumer
Commission

Office of the
Australian
Information
Commissioner

CDR Register and
Accreditation
Application
Platform

Privacy safeguard
guidance

Accreditation
decisions

Privacy
enforcement and
compliance

Enforcement and
Compliance

Privacy
complaints
handling

cdr.gov.au
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Multi-year expansion across sectors
Banking
Energy
- Launched July 2020
Telecommunications
- Minor banks July 2021 - Oct 2022 –
- Designated Open Finance
- All phases complete by launch of
product data in Jan 2022
July 2022
•Assessment &
Rules
and
- Nov 2022 –
Designation in 2022.
standards
in
launch Phase 1
97.66% of
•- Superannuation
106 data
development
consumer data
market
holders
•- General insurance
share
- Non bank lending
- Merchant Acquiring
services
29 Accredited
Data Recipients
Government data
(16 Active)
cdr.gov.au
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Diogo Silva

Head of
Division

OPENFINANCE IN BRAZIL INNUMBERS
+3 million active consents for data sharing from over 2
million different customers

+250 million API calls (30 million calls in the 1st week
of March ’22)

Close to 800 participating institutions

Broadest regulated scope – account, credit, insurance, open pensionfunds,
foreign exchange and investment products

IMPLEMENTATION JOURNEYIN BRAZIL
PHASE 2: sinceAugust ‘21
Scope
Sharing of customer’s registry andtransactional data
concerning the same traditional banking servicescovered in
Phase 1 (account, credit card and creditoperations)
Participating institutions have started to deliver financial
planning and advisory solutions. Improvements incredit risk
analysis and customers’ onboarding processes havealso
beenobserved.

PHASE4: since December‘21
Scope
Open Finance, starting with Open Data on nontraditional banking services like insurance, open
pension funds, Investment and foreign exchange,
eventually allowing for the sharingof transaction
data on thoseservices.
Currently in progressive launchperiod, with
participating institutions running tests in order to
obtain certification for their APIs.

PHASE1: since February‘21

PHASE3: since October ‘21

Scope
Open Data, involving the sharing of regulated institutions’ data on

Scope
Service sharing, starting with payment

their access channels and traditional banking services they offer
or distribute (account, credit card and credit operations)
Different initiatives already in place in order to improve product
comparison in financial markets

initiation of Pix.
First payment initation has recently
undergone successful onboarding process
(after tests with 4 different accountholders)

GOVERNANCEPROCESS
Party

Roles

National Monetary Council
(CMN) and Central Bank of
Brazil (BCB)

•
•

Participating institutions
•
(institutions licensed by the BCB)
•

Governance structure
responsible for implementing
Open Finance (private-funded,
with payments based on each
institution’s size)

•
•
•

issue general rules and guidelines for the ecosystem (scope
of data, participating institutions, liabilities, consent and
authentication requirements)
supervisory role

comply with Open Finance regulation and other associated
themes (e.g. risk mitigation and cybersecurity policy), as well
as with the legal framework concerning data privacy, including
LGPD and Data Secrecy Act
maintain the governance structure, as well as being liable for
their actions (3rd party agreements for rendering
infrastructure services)
ensure the plurality and representativiness of all involved
segments in Open Finance (equal power shared among all
seats in the deliberative council)
discuss and propose the technical standards for implementing
Open Finance
run support infrastructure for participating institutions

GOVERNANCESTRUCTURERESPONSIBLEFOR
IMPLEMENTING OPEN FINANCE
Infrastructure
services rendered to
participating
institutions,
Participants’
including:

Deliberative Council
Technical
Issues

Directory Sandbox

Service Desk
Dispute
Platform

Secretariat
Architect
s

Administrative
Issues

Technical
Standards
Open
Banking
Brasil
Webpage

Technical
Groups

About OBIC
The Open Banking Initiative Canada (OBIC) is a not-for-profit organization whose

mission is to support an open, transparent and trusted banking system that
supports the growth and well-being of all Canadians.

We are the neutral partner for the financial services industry in Canada, helping to
ensure the creation of a collaborative framework for banking and finance, where
customer data can be shared simply and securely, and our financial institutions can

lead the world and keep Canada strong.
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OBIC Board Member
Our Board of Directors reflects our deep industry expertise
across financial services, technology and innovation. Bound
by shared beliefs about the value of open banking for the
Canadian consumer and informed by their unique
experiences, skills and networks, our Directors work together
to develop an open banking framework with the potential to
revolutionize the Canadian economy. OBIC has 50/50 board
representation.
We’re gathering great minds in finance, technology and
regulation, creating a groundswell that will be a force for
good, giving Canadian consumers choice and control over

their financial data.

Open Banking Milestones in C anada

The Advisory Committee on
Open Banking if formed as the
first step in a Government of
Canada review of the potential
merits of open banking, as
announced in Budget 2018.

Advisory Committee’s “Consumer-directed finance: the
future of financial services” report strongly
recommended moving forward and implementing a
CDF framework.
Department of Finance reopened second stage of
consultations with industry stakeholders, focused on
mitigating data security and privacy risks associated with
open banking.

2019
2018

Implement two-phased approach
outlined in Final Report:
Phase 1 – System design &
implementation run by a government
appointed Lead over 18 months.

2021
2020

“A Review into the Merits of Open
Banking” is published.
Senate BANC committee hold hearings
and issued positive report.
Canada’s Digital Charter released.

2023
2022

Advisory Committee released Final Report
in Aug 2021, outlining a two-phased
approach, and setting out an
implementation timeline for initial phase
to go-live in Jan 2023.

Canada is aiming to
implement an open
banking regime in the
country by 2023.

Digital Identity officially became part of
Minister’s mandate.
15

Movement from Closed Banking to Open Ecosystems
`Closed Ecosystems

`Open Ecosystems

New Business Models
PAYMENT
PROVIDERS

CUSTOMERS

IoT DEVICES

•

Banks as Platforms with
Open and/or White
Labelled Services

•

Data Driven
Partnerships

•

Large dataset and
model sharing in
addition to APIs

•

Marketplace models

UTILITIES
CUSTOMERS
OPEN
BANKING
MOVEMENT

GOVERNMENT
AGGREGATORS
TELECOMS

BANKING
INSTITUTION

BANKING
INSTITUTION

SERVICE
PARTNERS
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The importance of
APIs
Deliver new data-driven capabilities across the business
and expose these to existing and new partners
Know
me
Respect
me

Be involved

Show I can
trust you

Be where
I am

Make it
fun

Listen to
me

Keep it
simple

Protect me

Be honest
with me

Be there
all hours
Respond
now

Government as the enabler and beneficiary of
Open Finance ecosystems
Trusted data sharing
Sustain
Business Model:
regulatory
compliance, tax
instruments,
incentives

Private Enterprises

Academia

Public
safety

Government
Services
Utilities

Employers

Healthcare
Providers
Consumers
/Citizens

Derive
Insights and macro
economic foresight for
policy reregulation and
government intervention

Prove
Solutions: citizen
wallet, digital
payments, CBDC

Financial
Institutions

Value
Data Assets: fraud
detection, anti
money laundry,
financial crime
detection

Emergency
Response

Access
Data: digital identity,
cyber security

Key outcome:
Personalized financial services

Hi Cindy!

.

Personalized
financial services

Personalized financial services

Getting started with Microsoft Cloud for Financial Services
Capabilities for Retail Banking

Customer onboarding

Collaboration manager

Provide customers with easy-access loan apps and self-service
tools, streamlining the loan process to help enhance customer
experience and loyalty

Enable automation, collaboration, and communications to help
accelerate lending processes, minimize errors, and enhance
customer experience

Unified customer profile

Banking customer engagement

Help tailor customer experiences via a comprehensive
view of the customer's financial situation

Help personalize customer interactions with relevant
financial information to accelerate time to resolution

Risk assurance and support

Account protection

White glove service to support risk, audit, and
compliance teams in addressing financial services
regulatory compliance, cybersecurity, and privacy

Help prevent fraudulent digital account creation and
account takeover

Regulatory compliance assessments

Purchase protection

Assess, monitor, and help improve compliance posture with
global, regional, and industry regulations and standards

Help provide a differentiated experience for merchants to
improve revenue and retention

Industry Specific

Data model and connectors

Partner ecosystem

Microsoft Cloud

Empowering finance ecosystems around the globe

Open Banking payment service - expected benefits
Customers

HMRC







an alternative way to pay
enables ZERO data entry
better security (vs. cards)
a better user experience
increased access to government
services
 fewer mistakes
 simple one click setup
 payment on mobile devices
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OFFICIAL

reduced processing costs
reduced bank charges
reduced call volumes / timescales
immediate settlement
no change in internal process
happier customers

Success

Available
to >99%
customers

1.8m
payments
initiated

£999,999
in a single
payment

Highest
monthly %
value
initiated by
any UK
business

OFFICIAL

£4.2
Billion
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Discover more about Open Banking and Open Finance, by visiting Global Government
Fintech’s topic section:
www.globalgovernmentfintech.com/category/open-banking-finance/
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